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OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

953

60.51%

GENERAL COMMENTS
Applicants have no experience with legal cannabis businesses of any kind, and that shows. This application was poorly
thought through and demonstrated a lack of knowledge or understanding of operating a licensed and regulated
cannabis businesses.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

393

52.40%

Experience
MECA is a partnership owned by Brandon Powell (50%), Ismael Sahagun (30%) and Ramon Delgado (20%). None claim
any past experience with legal cannabis business. Mr. Powell started and ran an (apparently) unlicensed dispensary.
Mr. Sahagun and Mr. Delgado both worked as security guards at dispensaries. Note: Mr. Powell has a past conviction
for domestic violence with unpermitted cannabis cultivation.

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
"Experience" and "Cannabis Industry Knowledge" were one section, so see comments above. Overall application
demonstrated a lack of familiarity or knowledge of operating a licensed cannabis business.

Ownership Team
"Mr. Powell will be responsible for daily collection of money (until an armored vehicle service is decided)", "Mr.
Sahagun will be in charge of security and implementing daily store operational procedures", "Mr. Delgado role is to
captain daily employees and supervise daily store activities". While the description was not particularly detailed, it
appears that all three owners will be on site and directly involved in the day to day operations of the facility.

SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

331

63.05%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Discussion of SOPs was little more than a description of the customer's experience. Did not include any specific
policies, procedures or protocols. Did not include all aspects of the business. Did not include any discussion of best
practices or where practices have worked before.

Financial Plan
Provided a very brief startup budget showing capital outlay of
and expenses of
/mo. Projected monthly
profit of
on monthly revenues of
. Did not include any pro-forma or cash flow projections. Minimal
discussion of accounting procedures lacked any meaningful detail.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Did not provide any proof of capitalization "due to Federal banking laws".

Records Software
Will use COVA POS software. Included a screenshot of the user interface, but no meaningful discussion.

Track-and-Trace
Will use BioTrack THC for track and trace until METRC is operational. Provided a reasonable, if brief, discussion of the
system.

State Testing Requirements
Entire discussion: "We will only use products that are tested by reputable labs and have certification from the
California Bureau of Cannabis Control. Products that do not have the certification will not be considered reputable
products for safety of our customers and therefore we will not buy and sell those products."

Employee Training
Will provide hands-on training, online certification and an employee handbook. Included an excerpt from the
proposed handbook (Sections F-G, which appears to be the end of it. Sections A-E were provided under Employee
Safety Education). Entire employee manual appears to be 6 pages.

Customer Education
Provided a very brief overview of customer education topics. Only method discussed is use of COVA POS software.

Marketing
Reasonably detailed discussion of marketing, including image and branding, web and social media.

Community Benefits
Intends to provide free legal assistance for expungement. Will seek "local and diverse applicants". Offered some
concepts for giving to community organizations, but they did not appear to be well thought through. No specific
amount of giving was described. Will offer free coffee from a local roaster. Will pay minimum of
/hr.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

110

73.33%

Exterior Design Concept
desire to have a "boutique" feel with lots of natural light. Gave a vague and general commitment to fitting in with the
surrounding neighborhood (e.g.; if in an industrial area, design will be 'industrial chic', etc). "MECA is willing to hire a
design consultant for optimal clarity of our design concept". No concept renderings or other visuals were provided.

Design Concept Integration
Entire discussion: "Pasadena’s existing urban fabric and architectural landscape already has many businesses
successfully incorporating themselves with conscientious designs. It is visually obvious that the city and its businesses
emphasize the maintenance of original design schemes. MECA is confident that we will give the same importance
when establishing our retail shop, as we do not plan to be disruptive or encroach on elements that make Pasadena
and its neighborhoods distinct."
Integration of Security Measures
Entire discussion: "Our security features will not be visually loud in order to follow our design goals of being inviting.
Security cameras and alarm systems can be intimidating and make customers feel they are in danger. We will not
make use of security cameras that a large and gregarious, but rather conspicuous when placed in areas where
surveillance is needed. Moreover, monitors where security footage is to be viewed will also not be placed in public
view for safety, privacy, and aesthetic reasons." Some additional info in Security Plan.
Air Quality/Odor Control
Entire discussion: "MECA will utilize a CosaTron light duty commercial air purification system – Model LC2000. The
system allows for high performance of eliminating and controlling contaminates and odor in a cost-effective manner.
It installs in the building’s existing HVAC duct, eliminating the need for construction or redirecting air vents. Please see
details in the picture below:" (included screenshots).

SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

119

79.33%

Security Experience
Plan was prepared by Ismael Sahaugn, who is a BSIS licensed security guard, not a licensed private patrol operator.

Background Checks
Will use Nation Search. Listed records that will be searched.

Employee Safety Education
Provided a reasonably detailed discussion of employee safety education, including a few pages of text from the
employee manual. Remainder of manual was provided under Employee Training. All employees will wear silent alarm
bracelets.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Discussion of employee theft reduction measures lacked detail.

Cash Management Plan
Cash management plan lacked sufficient detail.

Product Access Protocols
Employees will carry electronic key cards. Cannabis will be stored in locked cages inside the locked inventory room.
No protocols or procedures were offered.
Product Deliveries
No meaningful detail was provided.

Security Guards
Will employ REDACTEDfull time security guards. No firm was identified and no specific staffing was provided. Offered a
brief list of duties.
Video Camera Surveillance
Provided a reasonably detailed discussion of surveillance cameras, including specs and placement. No mention of
video retention. Identified some of the equipment that will be used. Will also use hidden weapons detection.
Armored Vehicle
Will use armored cars, but seem unclear on what to do with the cash. "Cash transported by the transport company is
to be taken to a designated non-disclosed secure place for MECA collection and accounting." No firm was identified.
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MECA
CANNABIS RETAIL APPLICATION – CITY OF PASADENA

Cover Letter
Mother Earth Collective Alliance (“MECA”) is a minority owned and operated cannabis retailer seeking a
license to operate a retail shop in the City of Pasadena. This application will extensively go over
pertinent information that demonstrates MECA’s qualifications, including: background experience,
functioning business plan, desire to be part of the Pasadena community, and proposed security plan.
The founding owner of MECA has almost 10 years of experience running a cannabis retail store. His
success can be attributed to his entrepreneurial spirit and drive for excellence from his prior work in the
food service, insurance sales, and banking. The other two owners have acquired knowledge and skills
from their work in the cannabis industry as armed security guards. Combined, the owners have
extensive knowledge essential to running a cannabis retail business.
MECA’s business plan is formed from the owners’ experience and knowledge from operating their
current retail shop in Los Angeles County. Their large and loyal customer base and consistent high sales
are evidence that their current methodology is effective and would only become more so with the
opportunity to expand and grow in Pasadena. MECA would use this opportunity of a new store to
upgrade internal systems and business methods to elevate and modernize the cannabis retail
experience. While most subscribe to the mentality “if it isn’t broken, don’t fix it”, MECA is of the mantra
that doing the best makes big progress.
Moreover, MECA’s business plan emphasizes full compliance with local and State regulations in its
operations, record keeping, employment, and marketing. This is achieved by utilizing comprehensive
POS software designed specifically for cannabis retail that is used for all aspects of the business by both
owner/operators and general employees. MECA desires to be a fully legitimate business and has no
intentions of tarnishing the reputation of an already stigmatized business.
This opportunity to open in Pasadena would also allow MECA to fulfill its desire to be part of something
more than just retail sales. In sub-section 2B, “Community Benefits”, MECA will show its willingness to
support and engage with Pasadena neighborhoods and its communities. MECA has already focused on
specific organizations to work with and how its involvement will directly benefit its residents. There are
also programs and local businesses that MECA is ready to support in order to stimulate and sustain the
local economy and most importantly, open opportunities for the historically disenfranchised.
In sub-section 2C, “Product Offerings”, MECA addresses the company’s procedure in obtaining retail
products. MECA chooses their vendors based on ability to provide quality products, professionalism,
customer rapport, and interest in creating a stable business relationship with MECA. The procedure
explained is how the current retail store acquires products and has been beneficial to both our business
and our customers.
Next, MECA shares its vision and commitment to enhancing the neighborhood with its presence. A
“boutique” style experience will be followed for best customer appeal and community integration.
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MECA envisions various design styles that have aesthetic appeal and reflect the experience that MECA
wants to deliver, however will remain flexible and open to professional consultation in order to be
compatible with the community. MECA understands that Pasadena values preserving its architectural
scheme and is prepared to integrate and adapt MECA’s retail designs to meet the City’s standards and
not encroach on locals’ expectations for neighborhood feel.
Finally, MECA’s security plan is created from the owners’ expertise as licensed armed guards. Combined,
they have 11 years of performing, executing, and planning security protocols and procedures for various
cannabis businesses contracted by professional armed guard companies. MECA’s security plan and
protocols at their current retail store was created and implemented by the owners as well. Because of
this, MECA has the advantage of understanding the needs of the future retail shop with the experience
of putting it into practice. With future needs in mind, MECA will also expand on this experience by using
new and modern security technology devices.
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SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/OPERATORS

Experience and Cannabis Industry Knowledge
With their combined work experiences and industry knowledge, the owner/operators are fully
competent to effectively and efficiently operate a cannabis retail business. Their combined skills
demonstrate they have worked with numerous client bases and been first-hand involved in procedures
and operations foundational to business function.
Their talent and experience are also evidence that they have successfully run a cannabis retail
shop since 2011 and is financially and operationally ready to grow and expand with another location.
MECA’s three owner/operators are:
Brandon Powell – Mr. Powell worked in the restaurant industry in Pasadena from 1998 to 2005. From
there, he moved on to becoming a fire casualty insurance agent, and then a phone banker for Wells
Fargo. During his time as an insurance agent, he was recognized for high sales rates and outstanding
customer service. A real estate client recognized his gifts and invited Mr. Powell to work at his medical
marijuana distribution business in Los Angeles. From there, Mr. Powell was introduced to the cannabis
industry. He was mentored by the distribution owner who was impressed by Mr. Powell’s abilities to
build relationships with other business and clients. In 2011, Mr. Powell left his traditional job and
pursued a medical marijuana retail business of his own using the skills and knowledge acquired from his
mentor. Since then, Mr. Powell has successfully started and run a cannabis retail shop (not in Pasadena)
overseeing its operations, management, and accounting, and is hoping to expand his talents by opening
another store.
Ismael Sahagun – Mr. Sahagun is a licensed armed security guard with over 5 years of experience. While
working as a security team manager for J3 Protective Services Inc., Mr. Sahagun was in charge of
providing security for various medical marijuana businesses, including assigning and dispersing security
guards to specific posts based on their skill level. This gave Mr. Sahagun the knowledge and experience
for the cannabis industry’s unique needs and services, as well as a firm understanding of daily
operational needs. It is with this experience that Mr. Sahagun teamed with Mr. Powell to ensure that
their cannabis business is efficiently run and most importantly secure. Mr. Sahagun utilized his business
knowledge and entrepreneurial desire to open a tattoo shop in 2012 as well. As the sole owner, he
effectively runs all aspects of the business.
Ramon Delgado – Mr. Delgado is also a licensed armed security guard with over 6 years of experience.
During his time at Extreme Security, Mr. Delgado provided security to various medical marijuana
businesses that required him to work with heavy client flow. This allowed Mr. Delgado to learn all
aspects of front of house cannabis operations. Because of this, Mr. Delgado oversees daily retail
operations and is lead supervisor, managing employees on staff.
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Ownership Team
Mr. Powell – Mr. Powell will be responsible for daily collection of money (until an armored
vehicle service is decided), accounting, paycheck distribution, and hiring and firing of employees. Mr.
Powell will also make decisions regarding the store’s opening, such as securing location, its design,
product displays, showroom layout, which providors to use for business services like POS software and
security.
Mr. Sahagun – Mr. Sahagun will be in charge of security and implementing daily store
operational procedures, emphasizing security, efficiency, and ensuring employee cohesiveness. Mr.
Sahagun will design the security plan with input from Mr. Delgado. He will also train and manage hired
security guards. Mr. Sahagun will also interview potential employee candidates, advise on business
matters with Mr. Powell, set employee schedules, and have input in deciding retail details such as
products, vendors, and customer experience.
Mr. Delgado – Mr. Delgado role is to captain daily employees and supervise daily store activities.
Mr. Delgado will be on-site daily to ensure proper store function and customer service expectations
being met, as well as employees following company policy procedures. He will also be part of training
new employees, product ordering for inventory restocking, and maintaining and/building MECA’s
relationships with store vendors. Mr. Delgado is also to analyze product and customer trends, bring on
new products, or modify store inventory to adapt to those trends to maximize profitability.
Marketing decisions and strategies are made together, with all three owners having equal say
and input.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN
2A: OPERATIONS
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
MECA aims to establish itself as one of Pasadena’s premier boutique cannabis retailer by
fostering timeless mom and pop customer service and elevating the customer experience by going
above standard retail expectations. MECA strives to ensure locals to choose MECA over going to other
shops or other cities for their cannabis needs and making sure our shop is a place they want to come
back to, and feel confident recommending others. Our mission is to be more than a generic cannabis
retail shop. We want to show that we are a part of the community and a source for its sustainability and
growth.
Given the opportunity to establish ourselves in Pasadena, our operational plan from establishing
a staff team, opening the store, to day-to-day procedures will reflect the commitment MECA puts in to
running functioning and beneficial business.
Requirements for Employment
First and foremost, a retail business requires employees in order to operate. Employees are the
most valuable part of the business as their performance determines our sales and success. Because of
this, MECA will require strong candidates and seek potential employees that have experienced
backgrounds in retail, sales, customer service, and problem solving. Employees must be trustworthy,
pass a background check, have no criminal record, and demonstrate a strong desire to elevate the
cannabis retail experience. Our employees are expected to be a reflection of our values and
professionalism.
Employees and Staff
MECA plans to hire up to twelve (12) full-time time general employees, including receptionists.
General employees will be divided according to a combination of their self-proposed schedules and
store needs, arranged by our owner/operator and lead store supervisor, Mr. Delgado. Employees will be
able to work up to twelve (12) hours each shift. Pay will depend on experience, however will be always
be at least REDACTED an hour. Paychecks will be distributed bi-weekly and reflect hours worked calculated
by clock-in and clock-out times inputted in our POS system. All aspects of employment will comply with
California and Federal employment laws, including overtime pay, sick-pay, and time off.
Security staff will also work on a full-time basis, up to
arranged by Mr. Delgado, at
per hour at minimum. Their
their security station for public reference.
REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED

rotating a schedule
will be on display at

A minimum of three (3) general employees shall be scheduled to work each day, excluding the
security guard. If there are only two (2) general employees, a supervisor must be on duty.
Staff meetings will be required at least once a month to discuss new procedures, workplace
issues, product education, and other topics pertinent to the business. Employees will be adequately
notified of the time and date of the meeting, which will be held outside business hours. If that is not
possible, MECA is willing to close the shop during the meeting and notify customers that the store will
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be closed due to a staff meeting. Employees attending the staff meetings will be paid their normal wage
for the amount of time spent.
Workplace Layout
The store will consist of standard retail furnishings, occupying enclosed spaces designated for
reception and showroom. Desks will be used in the reception area. One desk is for a receptionist to
greet customers, verify their ID for age requirements, scan their ID for our database (to record and flag
problematic customers), and answer any questions. A second desk will be for the security guard on duty,
utilized as a station to show customers their presence as well work area for the guard to view and
monitor security camera footage. Chairs (if space provides) will be placed in the event that the
showroom is at capacity and customers need to wait in the lobby for their turn. Showroom capacity will
be determined when a retail space is obtained.
The showroom portion will have display cases, strategically arranged with contents organized
and presented tastefully. Display cases will also act as counters, a bar between the customer on the
showroom floor and the employee, with access to other merchandise on display behind them on shelves
or racks, depending on the retail space. Up to two (2) cash registers will be placed in the showroom,
depending on need.
A backroom will be used for inventory/storage. This room will have an automatic lock that is
accessible by RFID key card. If there is no other room available for use, the store cash safe will be kept in
here as well.
Opening Procedure
A typical day would begin half hour before opening ex. 9:30am for 10am opening. The security
guard will open the store, allowing employees to enter the shop. Once inside, each worker will
commence their opening duties, divided into reception, inventory/store set up, and register accounting:
Reception – Start up computer system and open programs necessary for check in of customers,
ID scans, and general business duties. Ensure that all supplies are stocked: paper, pens, printer
ink – and all equipment used is fully functioning. Check email and or messages.
Inventory/Set Up – Inspect closing inventory sheets for auditing, amounts signed off on match
with stock currently. Check showroom supplies and restock if necessary. Items locked up in
store room over night are put out for sale. General showroom maintenance and cleaning to
ensure a clean and presentable store.
Register – Obtain cash designated for opening register use from safe. Count money and crosscheck with closing account sheets from night before. Put opening money in register(s)
accordingly. Amount should be
for each register.
REDACTED

Throughout Day Procedure
A standard day experience should be as follows:
•

Customer walks in and is greeted by receptionist in the designated lobby area.
Receptionist checks in guest by scanning ID, inputting customer information, and
answering customer inquiries. After successfully check-in, receptionist will direct the
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•

•

•
•
•
•

customer to the showroom. If the showroom is full, receptionist shall offer the customer
a seat to wait for the next available turn, and offer coffee and water.
In the showroom, the customer will be greeted by a retail employee. The retail
employee shall offer coffee/water if they already have not been offered by the
receptionist. If it is the customer’s first time, the retail employee will engage the
customer about the store offerings, learn their needs and product expectations, educate
them about products, and overall get to know them in order to create a relationship for
repeat client.
New clients will be presented with tablets to utilize our customer retail POS software to
assist with customer relationship building and give customers a personalized “boutique”
experience. New customers will also be encouraged to create their customer profile on
the tablets where they can save their favorite products and keep track of purchases.
This way, return customers can always ask for the “usual” if they have any, and our staff
can confirm their items by looking up their profile.
Repeat customers will be greeted and asked to check in on their customer profile. Our
employees will then see what products the customer has purchased and based on that,
if there are other products to recommend.
Customers purchasing will then be directed to a cash register where the transaction is
recorded in the POS system and a receipt generated for the customer.
The product(s) purchased will then be put in State compliant child proof packaging with
receipt and given to the customer and customer will be on their way.
All throughout this process, security will be overseeing customers entering and exiting
the reception and showroom areas, monitor security camera feeds, and periodically
walking around to perform safety checks and monitor activity.

Closing Procedure
Closing procedures are to take place once the store closes:
Reception – Save all data in running computer programs, replenished supplies, organize desk for
opening, assist other staff if necessary.
Inventory – Inspect inventory and record data in closing documents. Take showroom items that
required to be locked up and stored into storage cages. Check showroom for cleanliness, and
organization fit for opening staff to begin opening procedures.
Register – Count money and record in closing balance sheets, with itemization of cash amounts.
Collect money from register(s) to be deposited in safe.
Security will wait for all general employees to exit the premise. Upon a final inspection that no one is left
inside the store or any safety issues, the security guard will then lock up the store.
Product Ordering
Product ordering when items are low in quantity or if we decide to obtain new products will be
done by our owner/operator and lead store supervisor, Mr. Delgado. General staff are to notify Mr.
Delgado of products needing re-ordering as evidenced by inventory reports. This goes for retail products
for store use, such as glass jars for cannabis flower storage and display.
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Sales
MECA will use Cova POS software to manage and record sales. More details are below in
“Records Software” section.

Example of Cova POS software in use for sales on a tablet
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Financial Plan

MECA projects the following expenses upon start up, preparing for store launch and opening:
Facility Lease Costs (including 1st and last month’s
rent; security deposit)
Marketing
Product Inventory:
Phase 2 Use Permit
Other city permit fees
Shop design
Retail supplies and furniture (display cases,
shelves, tablets, etc.)
Security cameras + Installation
Estimated Total:

REDACTED

MECA projects the follow for initial operational costs for 6 months:
RATE PER MONTH
Retail Lease
Retail Utilities
Labor/Employee Payroll
Marketing
Website
Office Supplies/Equipment
POS Software
Inventory/Stock
Refreshments/Snacks
Estimated Total:

6 MONTH RATE

REDACTED
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Projected Sales and Monthly Revenue:
BASE INVENTORY COST
per month
Flower
Edibles
Vapes
Concentrates
Estimated Total:

SALES REVENUE
per month

PROFIT
per month

REDACTED

Monthly Profit over six (6) months (REDACTED x 6) = REDACTED
6-Month Profit MINUS 6-month Operating Costs:
REDACTED – REDACTED = REDACTED Net profit

1-Month Profit MINUS 1-Month Operating Costs:
REDACTED

– REDACTED = REDACTED Net profit

Our estimates show that monthly revenue and profits exceeds monthly expenses. The amount
exceeded is great enough that in the event there are new or unexpected expenses, the retail store will
be able to cover them.
Profits will be received as income and divided by ownership interest.
Projections are based and derived from retail sales from MECA’s current retail store and owner
experience.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Due to Federal banking laws, MECA does not access to traditional sources of funding and relies
on self-funding from the owners to cover the costs and expenses for the new retail store. Proof of selffunding can be demonstrated by affidavit and accounting reports showing revenue from our currently
existing retail store that will also be a source of operational capital for the Pasadena store. Credit
reports can also be provided to show responsible financial management.

Records Software
As mentioned above, our store will utilize Cova POS software that records sales, inventory,
creates sales receipts, generates operational reports, and business metrics utilizing touch screen
technology. Our business will utilize tablets (ex. iPad) where Cova POS is loaded into. As owners, we will
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have Cova Software loaded into our business laptops and mobile phones where we can also access and
keep track of our business data and operations from any location.
This cutting-edge software and retail platform allows customers to interact with simple to use
technology while in our store to elevate their interactions with our employees in order to choose the
right product for them. In turn, we are able to keep customer profiles for repeat sales, marketing, and
compliance with the law as well, monitoring both employee and customer activities such as age
verification, purchase limits, and hours of operation.
Please see picture examples below:
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REDACTED
Cova POS Business/Sales Report Function

Track and Trace
For local compliance, our inventory, employee, and vendor history tracking and monitoring
system will be a software and hardware platform called "BioTrackTHC" (www.biotrack.com). This
platform allows for a multitude of tracking, monitoring, theft prevention, and diversion measures. It will
also allow us to maintain vendor records to make sure vendor are using our product offerings in a safe
manner, and neither attempting to redistribute cannabis products illegally. BioTrack THC provides that:
•

All servers are on sight

•

Scales are hardwired to computers to accurately track weight upon each transaction or
movement of inventory

•

Each inventory item has its own sixteen (16)-digit barcode that used to log and track the
product from inventory stock, showroom, and patient transaction.

•

Each employee is assigned an individualized pin code that comes with assigned rights
allowing some employees to simply complete a transaction, while other more senior
employees, like managers may have broader access to move product from the stock
room to the showroom floor.

•

The software can be integrated with the Premises to know which rooms are secure
access rooms, which is the extraction room, as well as, when a pin code is used in each
room to move a product or otherwise transact with vendors.

•

Backend reporting for the owner will provide detailed insight on how product is
received, assigned a bar code, and also the location and quantities of product as it
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moves through the Premises until it leaves in the hands of our state-authorized vendors.
For access to the full manual, refer to: (http://server.biotrackthc.net/biotrackthc.pdf)
Our use of Cova integrates with track and trace programs including BioTrackTHC which makes
our ability to comply with state regulations easier and more reliable.
State Track and Trace: METRC
However, in the future, after securing State Licensure, we will convert our system to METRC, as required
by the State of California’s Bureau of Cannabis Control for businesses issued an annual state license.
According the Bureau of Cannabis Control, all state-issued annual licensees are required to use the
CCTT-Metrc system to record, track, and maintain information about their cannabis and cannabis
product inventories and activities.
In the meantime, per the Bureau’s website, temporary licensees are not required to use the system, nor
will they be provided access to it. Instead, the state’s emergency regulations require temporary
licensees to document all sales and transfers of cannabis and cannabis products between temporary
licensees—or between temporary licensees and annual licensees— by manually using paper sales
invoices or shipping manifests. A sample sales invoice/shipping manifest (in a printable fill-in PDF) is
available on the California Cannabis Portal’s California Track-and-Trace System web page, under Sales
Invoice/Shipping Manifest Sample: cannabis.ca.gov/track-and-trace-system.
After State Licensure and successful conversion from BioTrackTHC to METRC, we will be also be able to
continue to integrate the track and trace system through our Cova POS software, as it is designed to do
so, thus furthering our cohesive compliance of both state and local rules for safety and legality.

State Testing Requirements
We will only use products that are tested by reputable labs and have certification from the
California Bureau of Cannabis Control. Products that do not have the certification will not be considered
reputable products for safety of our customers and therefore we will not buy and sell those products.

Employee Training
Employees will be fully trained for maximum competency in working with customers and
workplace procedures. MECA is fully committed to an extensive and well-rounded training program to
ensure not only industry leading customer service for the community, but stability, safety, and business
efficiency as well.
All employees hired by MECA will be required to participate and successfully complete our
training program. Employees will not be able to start working independently until they finish the training
program. MECA will document each employee’s completion of training and will be recorded in their
employee profile, kept by MECA.
MECA’s employee training program will consist of two parts:

REDACTED
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REDACTED

MECA superiors and managers will determine at their discretion whether the trainee is deemed
able to work independently. In the event that it is determined that the trainee has not demonstrated
proper competency of skills needed to effectively work independently without constant supervision, the
trainee will continue in the training phase until they are successful and competent.

REDACTED

**For more information on the online courses please visit the website above.
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Customer Education
As a retail operation, product knowledge and educating customers about products is
foundational to the business. All employees are required to know in detail and be conversational about:
REDACTED

Retail employees must be able to communicate with customers effectively to understand their
desired needs for using cannabis. Employees are encouraged to engage with customers to solicit
pertinent information in order to recommend products.
REDACTED

This allows MECA to create a personalized experience for
each customer by presenting them with products tailored to their interest – thus leading to buying
confidence and customer retention for repeated visits. The execution of the customer education plan
will be part of our employee training (see above).
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Our use of Cova’s POS system will also play a role in customer education. The platform in its
retail mode will present store inventory in an easy to use touch screen format. Customers presented
with the touch screen tablet will be able to scroll through MECA’s inventory (“menu”), select categories
of interest, (flower, edibles, wax, etc.) see pictures of the products, click on a product for a
details/description, and price. This way, in the event that our staff is serving multiple customers at once,
a customer will still be able to obtain product knowledge and browse while waiting for a staff member
to get back to them. The POS system also is able to satisfy our goals of fully serving and educating
customers if the customer chooses or prefers less employee interaction as well.

Example of Cova POS use with a customer:

Marketing
Promoted Image:
MECA’s brand is representative of a retail experience beyond cannabis. MECA gives customers a
personal retail experience by emphasizing community and local presence. We strive to achieve these
values by focusing on truly getting to know each customer, reinforcing the “mom and pop feel” where
patrons know that when they come back to our store, we will know them by name and they can ask for
“the usual”. MECA strives to be a store that customers will confidently recommend to others.
Strategy and Branding:
Our marketing strategy will target local Pasadena residents first, and surrounding cities second.
We recognize that customer demographics are diverse, and because of this, we will use multiple
channels to reach our target market of customers who value local businesses:
REDACTED
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2B: COMMUNITY BENEFITS
MECA is fully committed to contributing to the Pasadena community and supporting its
residents through educational and financial support, volunteering, and membership with California
State, Los Angeles Region, and local Pasadena organizations.
Additionally, MECA is committed to maintaining a high level of sales in order to generate
substantial tax revenue for Pasadena, which will be used to support the local economy, government,
and infrastructure.
Legal Clinics
MECA recognizes the diversity of Pasadena and its residents. We know that historically
communities of color and socio-economically challenged people have been disproportionately affected
by cannabis criminalization, creating barriers to present day jobs and careers. Now that cannabis is no
longer criminalized, MECA would like to use this opportunity to provide a fresh start for those who have
marijuana offenses on their record for activities that is now deemed to legal. We feel that it is a way to
decrease the gap of privilege and increase diversity between people who want to participate in the
business, either as employees or entrepreneurs.
Breaking Barriers Legal Clinic
MECA is working to partner with organizations such as the Drug Policy Alliance, Los
Angeles County Public Defender, and Los Angeles Regional Reentry Partnership to host legal clinics in
various LA areas to provide free legal assistance to people who want to clear their criminal records of
marijuana offenses.
MECA hopes to set dates to have a legal clinic specifically for the city of Pasadena. This
will ensure that local residents will get the benefit of the service easily accessible to them without the
obstacle of traveling outside the area.

Community Priority for Jobs
In addition to helping people eliminate their barriers to employment with legal clinics, MECA will
give priority to local residents applying for jobs at MECA. Local applicants who demonstrate their
diversity are also highly encouraged to apply. MECA aims to maintain a diverse staff and that through
their employment with us, sustain the local community economically and socially.
Local and diverse applicants will be sought through community announcements and
advertisements. For example, we would distribute job postings at local community centers and advertise
in-person at events before posting it on a larger service platform, such as Indeed.com. Even then, the
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large-scale platform job posting would include the information that local and diverse applicants are
encouraged to apply.
Further, MECA will work with Union Station Homeless Services and its job placement program to
provide employment opportunities for qualified candidates seeking work. This ensures that employees
are local residents with the benefit of combating local homeless unemployment.

Community Funding
MECA will implement product promotions to generate money to directly go towards local
organizations. A percentage of sales from a certain promoted product that month will be designated to
a local organization chosen that month.
For example, for the month of February, 10% of sales of “Girl Scout Cookies” cannabis strain will
go towards the local Pasadena Girl Scout Organization; in March, for each cannabis edible purchased,
MECA will match a food item donated to a Pasadena food bank, etc.
Customers will know of these promotions by email, website advertisement, social media
postings, and directly in store from an employee or a feature on product listings (akin to “specials” in a
restaurant menu). This is a way for MECA to generate sales for the sole purpose of raising money to
directly benefit the community. It also encourages first-time and repeat customers to specifically shop at
MECA knowing that their money will indeed stay in the local community and benefit those in need.

Community Service Involvement
MECA believes that employees are more engaged in their work when they are involved in their
community. Because of this, volunteering will be part of the company’s values and incorporated into the
work culture. MECA employees will be incentivized to volunteer at local Pasadena organizations of their
choice by billing the company their volunteer hours. MECA will pay employees up to 20 hours per month
at their normal pay rate with proper verification of their volunteer hours.
Further, MECA will hold an all company single-day volunteer event each year. The retail shop
will be closed and we dedicate our time to a local organization, such as Union Station Homeless services,
to serve hot meals, make sack lunches, home kits, and any other support they may need.
MECA has also joined cannabis industry organizations that focus on community advancement:
California Cannabis Industry Association (www.cacannabisindustry.org)
MECA is progress to join this organization, which is helping to promote and legitimize the
cannabis industry in this state, and help address issues related to driving under the influence, unlawful
diversion to minors, and substance abuse.
California NORML (http://www.norml.org/chapters/ca)
MECA has recently joined the LA chapter of this organization. Its mission is to move public
opinion sufficiently to legalize the responsible use of marijuana by adults and to serve as an advocate for
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consumers to assure they have access to high quality marijuana that is safe, convenient, and affordable.
MECA plans to organize with other established and licensed Pasadena cannabis business to form a
Pasadena NORML chapter to sufficiently serve and address local needs.
California Minority Alliance (http://californiaminorityalliance.com)
MECA recently joined with the California Minority Alliance (CMA), a non-profit organization
whose purpose is to provide education, economic opportunities, and awareness that will guide minority
individual’s avenues to participate in the cannabis medical and emerging adult use industries. CMA aims
to empower minority communities through education, interpretation and training on how to participate
and become successful in this new industry that will lead to entrepreneurial long-term financial
success.

Community Partnerships
MECA plans to support Jones Coffee Roasters. The long-standing local Pasadena coffee roasters
share our common values of community involvement and community building. Because of that, we will
purchase our coffee from Jones and serve it free of charge to customers who come into our store.
Because of our desire to elevate our cannabis retail experience, this is a perfect opportunity for MECA to
offer a service that sets ourselves apart from other retailers while simultaneous supporting and
advertising a local Pasadena business.

2C: PRODUCT OFFERINGS
Product Procurement
Products sold in our retail store are purchased from sources that are licensed and authorized to
sell their products to retailers. When choosing companies and their products to sell in our store, we look
for those that are reputable in the cannabis community, evidenced by their product reputation,
company history, and customer feedback. Location and being a small business also factors into our
decision because we try to support local and small cannabis businesses as well.
MECA does their due diligence into researching the products and their companies prior to
ordering and makes it a point to establish a relationship with the business prior to ordering. For
example, when consider a new company and its product, we will call or make an appointment to visit
the business (if possible) to talk to a representative and learn about what makes their products different
and why it will stand out from their competitors. If face time is not possible, a phone meeting would
suffice to get a feel for whether if their product would be a positive addition to our inventory.
Products we regularly carry or we choose to carry are ordered directly from the business and
shipped directly to our retail shop. We are provided invoices and sales receipts that include quantity,
type of product, price, and both seller and buyer information. Products sent to our retail shop are
received and signed by an employee.
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Product Receiving Procedure
Employees are trained on proper procedures for receiving and signing for products delivered to
our retail shop during business hours. Employees are to store the received products in the inventory
room. It is here that the employee will commence the following plan:
•
•
•
•
•

Check products for damage and quality.
Count and record the products in our inventory software, as well as initial the physical
invoice to demonstrate the amount on invoice is the amount we received.
Create and apply bar coded price tags generated by our inventory software to the
products.
Properly store and shelve the products in their designated space. If required, move the
product directly for display in the retail area for immediate sale.
In the event that the employee is not able to start the product inventory procedure
following receiving the products, employees must leave the product in the locked
inventory room. Employees are prohibited from leaving the product in the room
unlocked, or any where else in the retail store.
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SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT
Exterior Design Concept
The exterior design concept will take in consideration the current design of the building we will
be occupying, as well as the neighborhood architecture, and overall essence of the area. For example, if
MECA ends up in a building in a more industrial area and the retail shop itself is industrial looking, MECA
will take the opportunity to incorporate designs that will modernize and upgrade the look, without
sacrificing original utility or offending the current scheme. An example of a design style that arises from
industrial buildings in a modern state is “industrial chic” or “rustic”.
The above ideal of preservation would not change if MECA ends up in a building or
neighborhood that is visually more preserved, with buildings reflecting architecture from 1925-1940
such as in Old Town. MECA will incorporate the current standing scheme with visual and design
modernizations that are not disruptive but rather an extension of the original design in a modern era.
In order to ensure successful integration into Pasadena, MECA is willing to hire a design
consultant for optimal clarity of our design concept in working combination with our existing retail
space. This will also help us not waste money in acquiring materials and investing in furnishings that we
will not need or will not work.
Boutique Theme
No matter where our retail shop opens in Pasadena, our design will embody a boutique retail
theme. Design details may change depending on location, but we maintain that our style will be
distinctly MECA in the sense that our customers will not feel like they are in just another generic
cannabis retail shop. Our atmosphere is inviting, relaxing, and tasteful. Cannabis retail shops are
stereotypically dark and “sketchy”. We hope to eliminate that by getting a retail space with lots of
natural light and utilizing it into our design. If natural light is unavailable or limited, lighting will be
installed for three purposes: brightening the space, displaying our products, and safety.
Contextually, our design will reflect our cannabis philosophy: nature and simplicity. We
anticipate to use of wood, bamboo, and even hemp into our design. As applied in an exterior design
perspective, these materials will be used to effectuate the retail shop’s presence. This includes a shop
sign made out of natural materials that is neighborhood and building-scheme appropriate. Decorative
elements such as paneling or window framing are ideas that come into mind as well that gives the
average passersby a hint of what to expect when coming in.
Interior Design Application
The interior will be a continuation of the exterior presentation that MECA is a boutique retail
shop with a design concept based on nature and simplicity. We want to stay away from designs that lead
to clutter and inefficient use of space that will give customers and employees feelings of chaos and
being visually overwhelmed. We envision that refurbished and repurposed materials will be part of
creating the concept and adding uniqueness, thus contributing to our boutique status.
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Design Concept Integration
Pasadena’s existing urban fabric and architectural landscape already has many businesses
successfully incorporating themselves with conscientious designs. It is visually obvious that the city and
its businesses emphasize the maintenance of original design schemes. MECA is confident that we will
give the same importance when establishing our retail shop, as we do not plan to be disruptive or
encroach on elements that make Pasadena and its neighborhoods distinct. Please see above section
Exterior Design Concept.

Integration of Security Measures
Our security features will not be visually loud in order to follow our design goals of being
inviting. Security cameras and alarm systems can be intimidating and make customers feel they are in
danger. We will not make use of security cameras that a large and gregarious, but rather conspicuous
when placed in areas where surveillance is needed. Moreover, monitors where security footage is to be
viewed will also not be placed in public view for safety, privacy, and aesthetic reasons.
Further details of our security systems and measures are described below in Section 4: Security Plan.
Air Quality/Odor Control
MECA will utilize a CosaTron light duty commercial air purification system – Model LC2000. The
system allows for high performance of eliminating and controlling contaminates and odor in a costeffective manner. It installs in the building’s existing HVAC duct, eliminating the need for construction or
redirecting air vents. Please see details in the picture below:
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

Security Experience
As mentioned above, Mr. Sahagun will be in charge of designing the security plan. He is a
licensed armed security guard who has over 5 years of experience providing security to cannabis
businesses for J3 Protective Services Inc. Mr. Sahagun designed the security plan for MECA’s current
retail store and continues to oversee its implementation.

Background Checks
MECA shall utilize the services of NationSearch, a certified and experienced background check
provider that works with many cannabis industry businesses. (www.nationsearch.com) NationSearch
will provide screening services in areas of:
•

SSN/Address Trace

•

County Criminal Search

•

Multi-jurisdictional Criminal Search

•

National Sex Offender Search

•

Motor Vehicle Records Search

•

Employment Verification

All MECA employees shall submit to a NationSearch background check upon a conditional job offer.
In the event that a criminal history turns up from the background check, MECA will proceed with
an individualized assessment to decide whether the criminal history disqualifies the conditional
employee. If MECA decides to rescind the job offer, MECA will follow protocol guided by California
Employment Law to notify the employee of a withdrawal of job offer.

Employee Safety Education
Employees shall be educated on safety issues during their training after being successfully hired
(Please see “Employee Training” heading in Section 2A: Operations). Employees will have an overview of
detailed safety protocols that can also be referenced in their employee handbook. The following is an
excerpt of the handbook’s safety section:
REDACTED
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Silent Alarm System
Further, MECA will incorporate a silent alarm system for employee safety. All employees,
managers, and security personnel, while on duty, will be required to wear REDACTED, which contains an
indiscrete button that when pressed, will allow a silent alarm to be trigger and notify the off-site, thirdparty security company who will immediately notify the police department. These REDACTED will allow
for the authorities to be contacted without putting employees or patients at risk of harm should an
emergency or threatening situation arise (www.artemisfashion.com).

REDACTED
Employees will obtain a REDACTED during the start of their shift by accessing a secure storage box, opened
by key code. Employees are to return their REDACTED to the secure storage box at the end of their shift.

Employee Theft Measures
MECA requires employees to audit inventory as part of opening and closing procedures.
Employees are to record their counts and findings in the business log. Each recording signed off by an
employee opening and closing will allow us to keep track of the inventory when compared to our sales
records. Discrepancies will be dealt with accordingly, with investigations utilizing inventory and sales
logs and security footage in the least.
Further, our inventory/storage room is locked with advanced technology locks which requires
RFID key card access. Employees who access the room will be logged via key card scans. The access logs
will be looked into as part of a theft investigation if need be.
MECA has a no tolerance policy on theft that will be made clear upon hiring and memorialized in
our employee handbook.
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Cash Management Plan
Cash Register/Cash Counting –
in cash shall be on the premise for daily cash register use.
Employees shall follow the following procedure:
REDACTED

Opening employees:
•
•
•
•

Retrieve “opening” cash bag from secured cash safe
Count cash and record amount with details (two
bills, fifteen
bills, etc.) in
computer software, confirming amounts and initialing per software instructions
Place cash in cash register accordingly
Return cash bag to secured safe for later use
REDACTED

REDACTED

Throughout the day:

•

Register checks are to implemented throughout the day; excess cash over the
amount reaching REDACTED needs to be documented and deposited in the safe.

REDACTED

base

Closing employees:
•
•
•
•
•

Commence closing sales report option in software
Count cash and record amount with details (two
bills, fifteen
bills, etc.) in
computer software, confirming amounts and initialing per software instructions
Place cash in total of
in designated “opening” cash bag
Place cash excess cash in designated “closing” cash bag and deposited into a separate
safe to be accessed by an armored car company.
Place cash bags in secured safe
REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

Data inputted by employees generate daily reports and balance summaries, accessible by store
operators and managers.
Cash Storage – The secured safe to store cash will have an electronic code lock. The code will be known
only by owner/operators, managers, and employees with status to initiate closing and opening
procedures. The safe will be bolted down in a locked room, fire proof, and will be monitored at all times
by security camera. An example of cash safe to be used:

REDACTED
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Cash Transport – Please see section “Armored Vehicle” below.

Product Access Protocol
Employees are required carry their individualized and assigned RFID key cards at all times while
working. The key card is the only way for employees to enter designated areas and have access to
cannabis products. RFID key cards allow for controlled access and multiple safety layers. For example, a
lower level employee may have access granted to retail space, but not to the inventory/storage room.
Customers shopping in the retail area cannot access areas in reach of cannabis products because
it will be separated by a door or gate that only opens with an employee RFID key card. The same goes
for accessing the inventory/storage room, where scanning the key card is required to enter.
Products inside the inventory/store room are also safely stored in a safety cages:

These storage cages effectively allow products to be seen and secured and prevent disorganization that
could lead to lost or misplaced inventory. The storage cages are locked with combination pad locks.

Product Deliveries
Deliveries made to the retail shop shall only be done during business hours and inside the store
where surveillance cameras are monitoring at all times – i.e. employees are not allowed to pick up
deliveries in the parking lot or sidewalk. This also allows for a security guard to be present as well as an
employee to sign off on the delivery and take the product into the inventory/storage room – making
sure that the delivered product is away from public access.
Vendors delivering products to the store are 3rd parties and will be instructed of our delivery
procedure. If a vendor does not comply, the delivery will be rejected and deemed a non-delivery.
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Security Guards
We anticipate the use of up to REDACTED full-time security guards, rotating on a schedule
arranged by Mr. Sahagun and Mr. Delgado.
Their duties include (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opening/closing the shop doors
Periodical walk throughs of the premise (retail area, store front, parking lot if
applicable)
Monitor surveillance cameras and footage
Assess and control safety issues if they arise
Perform trained security protocols in response to dangers if necessary
Perform walk through of all areas prior to closing/locking up the store to make sure
no employees or customers are left in the store
Enable/disable alarm system upon opening/closing the store

Our security guards will be visible upon entering the retail shop. They will have a station set up
un-obtrusively on the premise. The station will have a screen for the guard to monitor surveillance
camera footage.

Video Camera Surveillance
MECA is currently in process of negotiating a security company to install and maintain a
surveillance system network, although the process may not be finalized until a retail shop is secured in
order for both parties to get a proper estimate on costs depending on the needs and floor plan of the
retail shop. At minimum, the chosen security company will be able to provide 24/7 live personnel for
assistance with equipment and system malfunctions, errors, and troubleshooting.
MECA shall choose security equipment that will be aesthetically compatible with the retail shop
and building to maintain design flow without compromising quality of safety.
MECA plans the following in compliance with California Bureau of Cannabis Control regulations:
•

MECA shall install digital IP cameras with an image quality of 1080p high resolution in order
to capture critical details such as faces to allow identification of all individuals and activities
within and close proximity to the retail shop. (Please see photo 1.1 below)

•

Security cameras are to connect to NVR (network video recorder) system to capture and
store surveillance in digital format to a large capacity hard drive and secondary cloud
network storage (Please see photo 1.2) MECA shall keep the footage stored for a minimum
of 90 days.

•

IP cameras will allow footage to be viewed remotely and accessible from internet connected
devices by the owner/operators. (Photo 1.3)

•

IP cameras will be equipped with motion detection and notify users remotely through email
and/or mobile device that activity is detected
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•

Cameras shall record continuously for 24 hours a day at a minimum of 15 frames per
second.

•

MECA security personal shall conduct daily maintenance and inspection of video or
surveillance equipment to ensure all equipment is properly functioning and maintained so
playback is suitable for capturing all individuals’ identities and activity.

•

Each camera shall be permanently mounted and in a fixed location. Each camera shall be
placed in a location that allows the camera to clearly record activity occurring within 20 feet
of all points of entry and exit on the licensed premises, and allows for the clear and certain
identification of any person and activities in areas:
a. where cannabis goods are weighed, packed, stored, loaded, and unloaded for
transportation, prepared, or moved within the premises;
b. Limited-access areas;
c. Secured rooms;
d. Areas storing a surveillance-system storage device with at least one camera
recording the access points to the secured surveillance recording area (if
applicable);
e. Entrances and exits to the premises, which shall be recorded from both indoor and
outdoor vantage points;
f.

Point-of-sale areas and areas where cannabis goods are displayed for sale. At each
point-of-sale location, camera placement must allow for the recording of the facial
features of any person purchasing or selling cannabis goods, or any person in the
retail area, with sufficient clarity to determine identity

•

Video recordings shall accurately display the time and date

•

Recording software system shall have a failure notification feature that will notifies user of
an interruption or failure of recording or storing footage.
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1.1
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1.2

1.3
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Hidden Weapon Detection
MECA shall also use hidden weapon detection technology to locate weapons before it becomes
an issue. This device is discreet and goes unnoticed unlike a metal detector found at a building
entrances like a courthouse. This satisfies both MECA’s need for safety and the City’s desire for design
integration.

Armored Vehicle
MECA is currently looking into several companies that offer daily armored vehicle pick-up of
cash deposits. Cash deposits will be accessible to our chosen armored transport company to pick up
from a separate, designated safe – which only the transport company and owner/operators can open.
Cash to be picked up will be deposited nightly as part of employee closing procedures (see
above in “Cash Management Plan” section).
The transport company will check in with the security guard on duty at the time of pick up and
be escorted to the secured room where the pick-up safe is located. Transport company staff will not be
able to get to the safe by themselves because an RFID card is required to pass through multiple doors
(ex. retail area to behind the counter employee area, then to secured room(s)).
Cash transported by the transport company is to be taken to a designated non-disclosed secure
place for MECA collection and accounting. The place is only known to the owners/operators and the
armored transport company. Collections will be recorded by software check-in and confirmation,
keeping track of who is handling the money, how much there is, and the date of the closing money.
At this time, there is no banking system that will allow cannabis businesses to deposit cash into,
therefore there are no bank deposit procedures in place.

END APPLICATION
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